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IMAGE
MATTERS

Images are all around us. So

much so, they've become a

part of the everyday noise

cluttering our world. 

 

With many businesses self-

publishing and little

thought, consideration or

consistency, cut through can

be made easy following a

few simple rules to

distinguish your brand.

 

Let us help guide you...

Let us guide you on getting the best out of
your imagery with a few considered steps.



There are a few things we'll cover:
Using the right image

Being bold

Adding Movement

Creating visual collateral

Embracing energy

Selecting only the best images 

Copyright
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Using the right
image
Your words and image should

compliment each other .  Not just

be another pretty picture .  Use an

image that amplifies and reiterates

your copy .  Shows what you do and

who you are .



Think about the avenues your images will be taking ;  social media ,

brochures ,  books ,  webinar or podcast cover pages .  There needs to be

consistency across the board .

 

Think about what is the most appropriate look and feel is for your

industry .

Some social media platforms can be more forgiving of poor imagery but

NEVER in sponsored ads ,  banners or official promotions and

announcements .

 

You don 't have to follow cookie cutter styles but you do need to reflect

your clienteles expectations and your images need to look good

regardless .

 

Your pictures and design use should be clean ,  uncluttered and accessible .

 

What are you saying and why?

 

Whatever the post ,  be sure your image is relevant to what you 're speaking

about .  Please don 't end up on a bad design page .

 

 

Be neat ,  presentable and energised in both still and video imagery .  Flat ,

badly lit and half hearted efforts will be read as seen .

 

Today 's world is asking for Personal Brand ,  that is it 's about you .  There 's

no escaping this you will be Googled ,  make it count !

You are the ambassador,

the face of your service.

The more friendly,

approachable and

competent you appear,

the more successful you

will be perceived.

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design
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Be Bold
Use one image per page .  Let them

stand out .  Don ’t try to add all the

images because you can ’t choose .

Be ruthless in editing "LESS is

always MORE”. Let expression and

subject speak for you .

 

Have negative space .  See how 

 magazines set out their space to

allow room for the copy .



I want you to get the most from your images .  Don 't have picture for the

sake of it .  They should be a part of the whole story ,  not an after thought or

space filler .  Your images need to be helping you distinguish your brand ,

message and creating familiarity for your client base .

 

But let 's be honest your strong suit probably isn 't design or taking photos ,

right? So look at those that are before DIY publishing .  See how a

magazine gives space for their images .  The image itself may also have an

area of what we call - Negative Space .  Space where text can comfortably

sit ,  as demonstrated in the above shot .

 

Filling the page with one image is better than crowding it with 8 or 10

because you can 't decide which you like or you just want to use them

because you have them .

 

The information and image should complement .  They should not compete

for the viewers attention .  They should also evoke the essence of your

brand .  

 

Developing graphic elements to distinguish and amplify your style are

also worth incorporating .  Remember being consistent in your style and

voice across all platforms will distinguish who you are so viewers begin to

associate and come to expect a particular level of competence and

service from you .

Let your images speak for themselves

Give your images space

Look at how magazines layout 

Use negative space

Go large

Did I say edit...

IN A NUTSHELL

Edit, edit, edit!

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design
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Move
Creating images that reflect life in your

business can be fun. 

 

You can even use these techniques to

enliven a reception by having someone

visibly walking through yet remaining

anonymous with blurred action.



When to incorporate the idea of movement is a good question .  If we are

all watching more video content these days ,  movement or implied

movement can be an interesting element to incorporate into your visual

library .  

 

Don 't forget every video has a still image as its cover that you should

make appealing to your audience .  Forget the half opened mouth or eyes

look ,  please use a good still !

 

Movement in photos can be demonstrated using a freeze frame as above

or showing some blurring of the movement by moving the camera and

other techniques .  Freezing or blurring can be used to great visual affect to

add a dynamic affect to your brand .

 

Perhaps you want to show your interior space but want to maintain some

anonymity of clients or staff? I find it 's also advantageous for service

industries ,  to avoid having empty ,  sterile interior spaces .  As these will

start to look like showrooms that are uninviting to prospective clients .

 

In this instance using the blurring of movement by having people walking

through an area with slow shutter speeds is the perfect solution to

maintain anonymity whist demonstrating a working environment .

 

 

If your business offers a 

 service avoid empty, sterile

interior images of you space

as these are less welcoming

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design


Demonstrating movement when people are dancing is far more flattering

than freeze framed dance moves ,  you know what I 'm saying !

 

A good photographer will know how to achieve a variety of fun affects to

add vibrancy to your image library .

 

Using dynamic visuals captures the attention of viewers .  Additionally

these images are timeless when team members change ,  and add

anonymity for clients .

 

Freezing action leaves a question mark .  What 's the next step in this

picture? Often used in events and of course for personal trainers ,  coaches ,

performers .

 

It can also be a great technique for retail and construction ;  cafes ,  salons ,

building trades and other service industry with a lot of activity moving

through .  So don 't be afraid to experiment with a touch of implied

movement for your image library .

 

Using dynamic visuals

captures the attention of

viewers.

Adds vibrancy

 

Is more inviting and warm 

 

Demonstrates engagement

 

Makes customers feel lively

 

IN A NUTSHELL

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design
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Creating visual
collateral
Break Free From Stock Libraries !

 

Having your own unique set of imagery

will set you apart from your

contemporaries and make you instantly

recognisable to your clientele



One of my favourite assignments is to help a business create it 's own

visual library .  Breaking free from stock images is the first step to building

your own visual presence in your industry and to distinguish yourself to a

tribe .

 

The ways in which your library can serve you is limited only by your

imagination !  Of course the standard website ,  social media platforms and

blogs are a given .  But don 't forget printing and gifting is done less and

less so you will stand out when you do !  Stationary is still a sort after

commodity .

 

We are all talking today ,  so standing out qualitatively is to me the most

important thing .  Looking ,  being and adding value to your audience is of

the most importance .  Having a visual identity will help you stand out .  

 

And there is an aesthetic to this ,   Once you have this in place think about

the ways you can speak with existing and potential clients .  

 

Note books of those Instagram images and quotes be useful

 

Create a diary with recipes and pictures from your Facebook albums 

 

Create a slide share deck to add to your LinkedIn profile collateral 

 

 

Breaking free from stock

images is the first step to

building your own visual

presence in your industry

and to distinguish yourself

to a tribe.

Set the tone for your images

Expand your image uses

Be consistent in the look and feel

 

IN A NUTSHELL

Create tangible items to give away

 

Print postcard tips

 

Interchange an image with your

speaking head video to create

variety

 

Digital and off line brochures

 

Are you publishing a book?

BEYOND SOCIAL

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design
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Energy
Your images don 't need your staff

to be jumping for joy but the

overall demeaned in all your

images should demonstrate

approachability ,  appropriateness

and clarity of focus reflective 

of your market positioning and 

target audience .



The energy seen in your imagery can not be underestimated .  With any

showcase material ,  preparation and presentation are everything if you

want to ensure you get it right for your intended audience .  

 

Your stills library is no different .  Therefore ,  it pays to be well organised .

Don 't just have your photographer rock up with no prior thought or

preparation for those whom you expect to be in front of the lens .

 

At Yve Lavine Photography we 've created a 'warm up activity worksheet '

for our clients and their staff .  Having relaxed ,  comfortable participants in

front of the camera can never be underestimated .  After all their 

 demeanour is what your audience see . .

 

Our exercises are similar to those an actor or keynote speaker may use

before stepping onto the stage .  They help participants to have fun and

not take the situation too seriously .  

 

Your imagery will then reflect real warmth and genuine openness for  your

viewers .

 

Would you like a copy of the warm up sheet? 

 

Drop us a note in the comments and I 'll shoot it across to you .

In my experience, having

properly prepared

participants is vital

Prepare for the shoot

Warm up

 

 

IN A NUTSHELL

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design
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Use only your 
best images
These are generally the ones that

reflect your brand energy ,  style and  

people .  Creating a style guide to

stay on track is helpful .  Check out

our Style Guide InfoGraph to start

putting your look into place .



What 's a good image? Great question .  

 

I could go all techno on you ,  but put simply - good images are well lit .

Lighting is everything in any visual content ,  

 

Then comes the message you want to convey ,  bearing the old adage "A

picture speaks a thousand words ," in mind .  Your message should be the

tread that holds all your images together throughout your visual content .

 

Now it 's ok these days to have a few informal social phone camera snaps

on the likes of FaceBook and Instagram etc ,  But I would pull the plug on

anything of this low standard for your website ,  blog ,  LinkedIn or 

 newsletters or anything printed .  

 

This is your Brand don 't mess with it .  

 

You are setting the scene as to how you want to be seen .  You showcase

your business with the intent to attract your perfect audience because

you are perfect fit for them .

 

Your imagery should follow a simple ,  but well thought out Style Guide .

That is ,  you have identified your core message ,  concept and values and

determined how that will be played out visually .  

Good images are well lit.

Lighting is everything in any

visual content.

Lighting is imperative

 

Consistent look and feel

 

Create a style guide to set your

standards

 

IN A NUTSHELL

https://www.lucidpress.com/blog/11-hilarious-examples-of-bad-design
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Being aware 
of copyright
Not all images are free to use just

because they are out there does

not mean it 's a free for all .  There

are some stock libraries that

feature images you can use but if

you 're sourcing from the internet

check the usage rights .



Ok so you 're still using stock images or ones you 've sourced from the

internet .

 

Be mindful ,  not all images are free to use .  When you Google search for

images you can search specifically for free to use ,  but many are only

available for Non-Commercial Use .  If you 're in business this is not you .

 

Many images will pop up and be incorrectly shown in these searches and

you 'll find that you will need to purchase them or the site has a 

 copyright disclaimer that puts the onus back on you .  Because anyone

can upload an image and claim they own it .  Be sure the images are

legitimately sourced to avoid breaching someones copyright .

 

The only sure fire way to avoid copyright infringement is to purchase your

stock from a reputable library or create your own .

 

If you find an image you like and want to use it you can do a reverse

search on its viability .

 

TinEye :  https ://www .tineye .com/

 

Google image search :  https ://images .google .com/

 

Are you ready to start creating a unique set of images for yourself? 

We 're here to help .  Contact us now

An image in the public

domain does not mean

you can use it freely

Be sure the images you use are

properly licensed

 

Buying from a stock library may

mean your competitors are using the

same images

 

The only way to create a unique

brand is to create your own stock

library

IN A NUTSHELL
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